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Abstract 
The Acheulean had to abandon Northwest-Europe during MIS 12, but continued to make classic-
handaxes in southern refugia. The first humans that returned north in MIS 11, followed the river-
valleys. This led them into lowlands, where pebbles were the only raw material. Since bifacial-
alternating freehand flaking doesn’t work on pebbles, they had to use a two-step bipolar flaking 
strategy. The humans born in the lowlands only learned this two-step strategy, so when they went 
further north they could not resume making classic-handaxes. When these early-warm-stage 
pioneers arrived in Northwest-Europe, they instead made pebble-tools and Clactonian.
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1. History and introduction 
In the early 1900s handaxes were regarded as the cultural-markers of specific evolutionary-
stages; crude and thick Abbevillian handaxes would predate the well-made Acheulean. The 
Clactonian made no handaxes at all, and was therefor believed to be a pre-handaxe stage. The 
Clactonian was in the 1930s described by Warren as a choppingtool-industry, and by Breuil as an 
industry of thick primitive flakes with large bulbs and large non-facetted platforms at extra wide 
angles to the ventral surfaces (c.120-130°). Warren and Bordes believed it had to be culturally-
related to the pebble-tool industry at Beijing (the Zhoukoudian) and to North-African ‘industries 
sur galets’, because these industries also made chopping-tools and no handaxes. In the 1960s 
this theory seemed to be confirmed by the discovery of a pebble-tool industry at Vértesszölös 
(Hungary), a cultural-link seemed extra plausible because this non-handaxe industry was just like 
the Clactonian dated to the Holstein interglacial (MIS 11, c.420 ka).


But this theory had to be abandoned when the geophysical dating-methods improved. In the 
1980s it became clear that the handaxes from Boxgrove were MIS 13 (c.500 ka), and in the 1990s 
it became clear that handaxes existed in Western-Europe during the entire Middle Pleistocene. 
This made the MIS 11 Clactonian and pebble-tools contemporary with the Acheulean. That raised 
the question if they were made by separate techno-cultural populations, or only lacked handaxes 
due to incidental circumstances. Such circumstances could i.e. be an absence of suitable raw 
materials, or that only jobs were done at these sites which did not require handaxes.


We can rule out the ‘incidental circumstances’ option, because there are many Lower Paleolithic 
non-handaxe assemblages in the Netherlands (Peeters et al 1988a/b, v.d. Drift 2019) whilst no 
Mode-2 Acheulean has ever been signaled. If the non-handaxe assemblages were made by a 
separate techno-cultural population, that population must have survived MIS 12 in southern 
refugia like Tautavel. And although some stages in Tautavel were initially believed to be non-
handaxe (de Lumley et al 1979), the complete series is now considered to be Acheuléen-
meridional (de Lumley and Barsky, 2004). This makes the option that a non-handaxe techno-
cultural population survived MIS 12 in southern refugia also highly unlikely.


Here we explore a third option: special circumstances made some Acheulean groups transition 
into the makers of pebble-tool and Clactonian core-and-flake traditions. This transition must have 
taken place after the groups survived the MIS 12 cold stage, during their early MIS 11 migration to 
Northwest-Europe. This paper discusses the reason for and mechanism of this transition.


2. Lower- and Middle-Paleolithic flaking-strategies 
Many species use tools, but the progressive development over time is typical for humans. We can 
safely conclude that the evolution of the brain enabled mankind to progress from Mode-1 to 
Mode-2 and Mode-3. But since humans made tools to cope with their environment, the major 
toolkit changes must have been made in response to environmental changes. Paragraphs 2.1-2.7 
therefor link the development of the Lower- and Middle-Paleolithic flaking-strategies to two key 
environmental factors: climate change and the availability of raw materials. 
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To avoid confusion over the terms handaxe, Oblique Bipolar Flaking (OBF) and pebble-tool, we 
must define what these terms mean within the context of this paper. The French word biface is 
confusing because it means handaxe, but also means any object that was worked on two sides. 
In 1920 Vayson de Pradenne specified that handaxes must show well-made bifacial flaking that 
defines their form (‘le caractère de la taille sur les deux faces est trés net et trés important au 
moins au point de vue morphologique’). By this definition, non-classic Clactonian bifaces and the 
small bifacial points in pebble-tool industries are not handaxes. The Mode-2 (Lower-Paleolithic) 
handaxes are predominantly of the classic type. This type strives towards volumetric symmetry 
(dorsoventral plus left-right symmetry, as in Turq 2001) and has an average length over 10 cm. 
Mode-3 (Middle-Paleolithic) handaxes are either classic or intentionally non-symmetrical (bifacial 
backed knives and planoconvex bifaces). The average length of the handaxe was still over 10 cm 
in the Early-Middle-Paleolithic (EMP); this Mode-3 industry is called Upper-Acheulean. In the Late-
Middle-Paleolithic (LMP) the average length of the handaxes is below 10 cm.


Oblique Bipolar Flaking (OBF) is called oblique because the strike is not straight towards the 
support. Oblique flaking on an anvil is in this paper called non-axial bipolar-on-anvil, and when the 
ground is used as support we call it OBF (figure 1). Oblique Bipolar Flakes (OBFs) resemble 
freehand flakes. But because the forces that break the stone come from two sides, not all OBFs 
show strict ‘diagnostic signals of conchoidal flaking’. Some OBFs i.e. lack platforms or show 
platforms at an acute angle, some show flat bulbs or extra-large bulbs and some show central 
scars. Because these non-diagnostic signals sometimes lead researchers to doubt the manmade 
character, I have defined the term OBF in a study of Mode-1 flakes and cores from Dmanisi of 
undisputed human origin (van der Drift, 2012).


Figure 1: Top: making an OBF from a cobble 
that is supported by the ground. Bottom-left: 
vertical-axial bipolar-on-anvil, bottom-middle: 
horizontal-axial bipolar-on-anvil, bottom-right: 
non-axial bipolar-on-anvil technique.


It is important to note that the French term 
industries sur galets is not a synonym for 
pebble-tool industries. Galets are rounded 
stones without size-specification but the size 
of pebbles is exactly specified: the Krumbein 
scale defines pebbles as rolled stones that 
measure 4-64 mm, cobbles measure 64-256 
mm and boulders are above 256 mm in 
diameter. This means that industries sur galets 
can very well be Acheulean: galets were i.e. at 
Kokiselei-4 (1.76 Ma) used as raw material for 
handaxes cleavers and pics that measure over 
10 cm (Large Cutting-Tools = LCTs). Pebbles 
are clearly too small to be flaked into LCTs, so 
the pebble-tool traditions can obviously not 
be Acheulean.


2.1. Flaking and migration during Mode-1 
The study of the Paleolithic began in the French-English classic flint-area. In this area nearly all 
large flints have platforms, this makes freehand flaking very easy. It was therefor assumed that 
flaking was invented when a clever individual took a stone in each hand, and hit the stone in one 
hand with the stone in his other hand. But the earliest flakes known today (figure 2, c.3.3 Ma at 
Lomekwi-3) were struck from large rounded cobbles. These cobbles had no platforms. If you try 
to freehand-flake such cobbles, you inevitably strike at an angle that directs the force into the 
cobble. Your hammer will therefor bounce! You can only flake such cobbles if you place them on 
the ground (top figure 1). Then the strike will produce a bipolar compression between the hammer 
and the ground. This bipolar compression directs the rupture towards the ground, because all 
ruptures in homogenous materials follow the plane-of-the-greatest-strain. All experimentalists use 
this simple technique on-the-ground; photos show that Toth (Schick and Toth 1993 p.238-239) 
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made large flakes on-the-ground and Texier (2021 p.57) even flaked on-the-ground to show how 
the flakes at Lomekwi-3 were made. Surprisingly experimentalists call this freehand percussion 
(percussion directe à la pierre, main libre) as if ‘free’ refers to the hammer instead of to the subject 
(core or blank). That is incorrect because the term freehand is generally used for handaxe-
modeling. This requires free and unobstructed turning; it is impossible to model a handaxe on-
the-ground. Blanks for handaxes must be held in the free hand, so freehand is unipolar (the force 
only comes from the hammer) whilst adding the ground as support (= blocking force) makes OBF 
a bipolar technique. Two fundamentally different techniques cannot share one name. The name 
freehand must therefor be reserved for working objects that are held in one free-hand, whilst 
making flakes on-the-ground must be called OBF.


Figure 2: Artefacts from Lomekwi-3. The 
20 cm long 4.7 kilo core at the left is the 
result of repeated strikes on a rounded 
cobble that rested on the ground. At the 
right you see the same core from the top 
and front, plus OBFs from this site. 


Australopithecines most likely began to 
flake on the ground when they struggled 
to find food. Hunger drove them to break 
bones that lay on the ground to eat the 
marrow; just like hungry chimpanzees 
break nuts and otters break shells to eat 
the contents. Inevitably some of their 
powerful hammer-strikes missed the 
bones, and instead landed on stones that 
lay next to the bones. These fail-strikes 
splintered the stones, and some splinters 

accidentally cut scraps of meat from the bones. These meat-scraps rewarded our ancestors for 
hitting the stones; this reward taught them to repeat the process intentionally. So cutting and 
flaking were not invented in a stroke of genius, they were the result of action-and-reward learning! 
This explains why flaking began when our ancestors still had ape-like brains: experiments in 
captivity show that action-and-reward learning can also teach chimpanzees to flake stones. 
Chimpanzees in the wild obviously never learned to make stone tools because when a stone 
accidentally breaks in the process of cracking nuts, this action never leads to a reward.


Texier (2021) assumed the core from Lomekwi-3 in figure 2 was held on an anvil (percussion 
bipolaire sur enclume). But why would anyone try to carefully balance a large cobble on top of 
another cobble and painstakingly keep it from turning or slipping, when it is so easy to flake large 
cobbles on the ground. The fact that Mode-1 began on the ground doesn’t prove that it always 
continued to work on the ground; even chimpanzees understand that small objects (nuts) require 
anvils and can (in captivity) learn to freehand-flake stones with platforms. But the Mode-1 makers 
had an important reason to keep using OBF: they generally stayed close to rivers because these 
provided water and attracted animals. These rivers brought cobbles that often lacked platforms, 
and on this raw material OBF was clearly the easiest and most effective method. Since the easiest 
method always prevails, OBF remained the dominant flaking strategy. That Mode-1 preferred OBF 
is confirmed by the flaking signals (van der Drift 2012, van der Drift 2018 p. 22-35). The restricted 
3-dimensional turning (Texier 2021) also confirms that the Mode-1 cores were generally held on-
the-ground whilst they were flaked.


Working on-the-ground has important restrictions: experiments show that if you place a thin OBF 
flat-on-the-ground, any attempts to retouch the cutting-edge will only crush that edge. So OBFs 
with thin cutting-edges could not be resharpened! The absence of thin flakes with flat retouches 
does therefor not signal low intelligence, it merely confirms Mode-1 worked on-the-ground. This 
restriction did not bother the Mode-1 toolmakers because they simply replaced all worn-blunted 
OBFs by new-sharp OBFs, this was easy for the rivers brought an endless supply of cobbles. It 
seems odd that Mode-1 did retouch steep edges, whilst it didn’t retouch the edges of thin flakes. 
But this is also a logical consequence of flaking on-the-ground; the edge of a thick blank that lies 
flat-on-the-ground won’t crush or crumble away. Some thick blanks were therefor modified on-
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the-ground into heavy-duty scrapers. If these heavy-duty scrapers show Quina-like-overlapping 
steep retouch, they are called scalloped scrapers. The most eye-catching restriction of flaking on-
the-ground was already mentioned above: you cannot model handaxes on the ground. The 
absence of proto-bifaces and handaxes does therefor not signal low intelligence, it merely 
confirms that Mode-1 flaked on-the-ground. The 1.8 Ma Mode-1 assemblage at Dmanisi was 
made by intelligent hominids (Homo erectus, variant H. Georgicus) but shows neither acute 
retouches nor proto-bifaces, because the toolmakers worked on-the-ground.


These technological restrictions make Mode-1 seem ‘stagnant’ from 3.3 to 1.8 Ma. But the brain-
size actually doubled during the Mode-1-stage, probably because being able to cut meat led our 
ancestors to scavenge on far fresher carcasses. This brought them into much closer contact with 
predators and thus dramatically increased the natural selection, for only the cleverest individuals 
survived! It is interesting that predatory selection did not double the brain-size in species like 
antilopes or chimpanzees; predatory selection only made these species run or climb faster. The 
reason is that large brains are extremely uneconomical: our brains are 2% of our body-weight but 
consume 20% of our energy! It only takes a few minutes for an antilope to outrun a lion or for a 
chimpanzee to flee into a tree, so these survival-strategies cost far less energy than maintaining a 
large brain for a lifetime. But early-man was no great climber and walking on only two legs made 
him rather slow, so outsmarting predators was his only option. Mankind became cleverer out of 
necessity. When you consider how few species have large brains, it’s obvious that ‘creative 
intelligence’ is not the ‘ultimate goal’ but only a by-product of the evolution.


Chimpanzees never left the tropics because they need soft plants and fruits all year round. Our 
ancestors depended on a similar diet before they had stone tools, so they were also restricted to 
the (sub)tropics. But the OBFs enabled man to obtain so many calories by scavenging meat that 
he could survive periods without fruits. Mode-1 could thus survive the mild winters of the Tiglian-
interglacial. Biology dictates that all species spread to wherever they can survive, so it makes 
sense that 2.1 Ma tools were found at the löss plateaus at Shangchen (Yellow-River, China) and 
1.8 Ma tools at Dmanisi (Georgia) and West-Runton (England, Lagerweij et al 2009).


2.2. Flaking and migration in the LFB-Acheulean tradition 
Shortly after 1.8 Ma the harsh winters of the Eburonian-glacial ended human life at northern 
latitudes from MIS 62 onward. The Eburonian also changed the African landscape because cooler 
air can per degree hold 7% less water: with less rain the savanna expanded and the permanent 
rivers became smaller. This pushed hominids to search for food many kilometers away from the 
rivers. But here there were no cobbles, so the scavengers could only cut meat on the savanna if 
they brought their own stones! Rather than complete cobbles, the hominids carried c.15-20 cm 
long OBFs because these offered a good cutting-length to weight ratio. 


But even the largest OBFs soon became blunt and there were no cobbles to make new OBFs. 
This forced the hominids to use the worn OBFs as raw material. But it is impossible to strike good 
flakes from worn OBFs when these lay flat on-the-ground, so this raw material had to be flaked in 
a different way. Experiments show that you can only strike good flakes from a large OBF if you 
hold the OBF in your free hand. This explains why Homo erectus between 1.8 Ma and 1.75 Ma 
suddenly switched to freehand flaking. Freehand flaking inevitably reduces large OBFs to large flat 
unifacial or bifacial residual-cores. These cores were very flat and had very sharp edges, so Homo 
erectus of course used these residual-cores as Large Cutting Tools (LCTs). Beyene et al (2013) 
showed that over time the forms of these freehand-flaked LCTs were perfected into well-made 
Acheulean handaxes, pics and cleavers.


In the French-British flint-area, flakes large enough to serve as blanks for classic-handaxes can 
only be systematically produced with the Levallois-method. That explains why most scholars in 
the 1960s thought that handaxes did not begin as flake-implements, but would have evolved from 
choppers via proto-bifaces and thick Abbevillian bifaces. Finally the invention of soft-hammer 
flaking would have allowed man to make thinner Acheulean handaxes. So when experiments in 
Africa by Schick and Toth (1993, diagram p.130) showed that Lower-Stone-Age handaxes were 
very thin and made on large flakes, many struggled to accept this. But the overview study by 
Sharon in 2006 made this fact undeniable. Today we understand these flat blanks were not 
freehand-flakes but simple OBFs. But since Sharon called these OBFs ‘large flakes’, the OBF-
based Mode-2 is now called Large-Flake-Based Acheulean (LFB-Acheulean).
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The LFB-Acheulean had by 1.5 Ma already spread to Attirampakkan in India (Pappu et al 2011, 
van der Drift 2021). Here the OBFs were made from cobbles and boulders in the Allikuli-hills, and 
carried over many kilometers to the butchering sites. It seems odd that these hominids still carried 
the complete OBFs because these weigh far more than the finished handaxes pics and cleavers, 
so they could have saved lots of energy by finishing their LCTs in the Allikuli-hills. The reason why 
Mode-2 continued to carry complete blanks is that this allowed toolmakers to first use the OBF, 
and then cut with the centripetal freehand flakes and with the finished LCT. Making use of the 
production-flakes, made it more economical for Mode-2 to carry blanks than to carry the finished 
LCTs. This way each carried OBF provided a total cutting-edge length at the butchering sites in 
Attirampakkan between one and two meters.


2.3. Flaking and migration next to the LFB-Acheulean 
The European industries remained non-handaxe all through the Lower Pleistocene. They are 
therefor called Mode-1, but this doesn’t prove that the post-Eburonian hominids descended from 
the Mode-1 groups in Dmanisi and West-Runton. Because even if any indigenous groups survived 
the long cold Eburonian, Europe was undoubtedly repopulated by new immigrants from the 
nearby Middle-East. But those newcomers must have used the LFB-Acheulean strategy before 
they left the Middle-East, so why did they not make Mode-2 when they arrived in Europe?


To find the answer we will first look at the route from East-Africa to China. It was very easy for 
Mode-2 to reach Attirampakkan, because the migrants traveled through monsoon-dominated 
landscapes where flash-floods dumped lots of boulders and cobbles on the riverbanks. So the 
groups found enough raw materials along this route to sustain their Mode-2 strategy. But migrants 
that went further east arrived at the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta. In these lowlands they found 
plentiful food but the rivers brought only mud, sand and a few pebbles. The parents in these 
lowlands could therefor neither teach their children to carry large OBFs, nor how to turn OBFs into 
handaxes. The generations that were born and raised in these lowlands therefor lost the Mode-2 
concept. That explains why the Acheulean-handaxe didn’t reach Indonesia and China in the 
Lower-Pleistocene. The handaxe-makers that migrated from the Middle-East to Europe, faced the 
same problem in the Ponto-Caspian lowlands and Danube delta. Migrants found plenty to eat in 
the Ponto-Caspian lowlands, but the parents could not teach their children to carry large OBFs 
and flake these into handaxes. The generations born in these lowlands did therefor not make 
Mode-2 when they migrated further to the north or west.


The lack of cobbles stopped the lowland-hominids from making Mode-2 handaxes, but also from 
returning to the old Mode-1 strategy of flaking on-the-ground. The lowland-hominids were forced 
to make their tools from pebbles. But rounded pebbles call for a special flaking method because 
these cannot be flaked from the free-hand and if you try to flake pebbles on-the-ground, the 
hammer drives them into the mud. So lowland toolmakers had to use anvils (from stone or bone 
or wood). Figure 1 showed that pebbles can be flaked on an anvil in two ways: axial (=striking 
straight towards the anvil) or non-axial (=oblique). The axial bipolar-on-anvil method creates 
fragments (such as hemiliths, ortholiths, pebble-segments and slices). Non-axial means that the 

axis of the strike does not point to the anvil-
contact, so this is in fact OBF on-an-anvil. So 
the small non-axial flakes obviously show the 
same flaking-signals as large OBFs. Figure 1 
reveals that both bipolar flake-types show thin 
distal edges, this makes both resemble 
freehand flakes. The small non-axial flakes are 
therefor just like the large OBFs very often 
mistaken for freehand flakes!


Figure 3: Freehand retouching is very difficult 
when the blanks are small and thick. Mania 
therefor suggested that Lower-Paleolithic man 
used wooden strips as a clamp or vice. 
Drawing from Mania and Dietzel (1980).
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Bipolar blanks (fragments or flakes) with good cutting-edges could be used immediately. But 
many cutting-edges were so poor that these had to be modified. Large and thin blanks can be 
modeled with freehand and pressure techniques, but this is extremely difficult on small and thick 
blanks. Mania tried to solve that problem by clamping small thick blanks between two strips of 
wood (figure 3, from Mania and Dietzel 1980), but the stone-age humans knew an easier method. 
They took one end of the blank between index-finger and thumb and placed the far edge of the 
blank on an anvil. Then they hit the blank at its centre (black arrow in figure 4B). That strike didn’t 
break the blank at its centre, but it did press the far edge vigorously against the anvil. This strong 
pressure initiated a rupture in the anvil-contact; the red arrow in figure 4B shows how this rupture 
followed the plane-of-greatest-strain towards the impact-point. This retouch-technique is called 
contre-coupe because the rupture runs against the direction of the strike. The left drawing 
explains how the angle can be changed from extremely steep (4A) to extremely flat (4B) by 
shifting the hammer-impact-point. Figure 4C shows that contre-coupe just as easily produces 
notches and denticulates: you only need to shift the edge of the blank slightly over the anvil-
contact. This method creates far deeper notches in far thicker blanks than is humanly possible 
with freehand strikes. Contre-coupe makes notching so easy that deep notches (macro-
encoches) and denticulates are far more common in assemblages with bipolar technique, than in 

strict freehand assemblages.


Figure 4: It is far easier to support one edge of 
the blank with your index-finger and place the 
opposite edge on an anvil. Striking close to 
the anvil-edge then produces steep contre-
coupe retouches (A) and striking closer to your 
finger results in flatter contre-coupe retouches 
(B). If you place the edge just over the anvil-
contact (C), the strike produces a deep notch 
or denticulate retouch.


Figure 1 shows that bipolar flakes (OBFs and non-axial) cannot have two bulbs because they only 
make contact with the hammer. But it may surprise you that axial bipolar-on-anvil fragments also 
hardly ever show two bulbs. The reason is that ruptures can only start simultaneously-at-both-
sides if both contacts are perfectly identical. But most pebbles are asymmetrical and if you strike 
close to an edge the rupture will start in the hammer-contact: in this case there will not be a bulb 
at the side of the anvil. Even if the pebble is perfectly symmetrical, the hammer often differs from 
the anvil. If you place a perfectly symmetrical pebble on a hard quartzite anvil and hit it with a soft 
sandstone hammer, the soft hammer-contact spreads the strain over a wider area whilst the hard 
anvil-contact creates concentrated strain. The most concentrated strain initiates the rupture, so 
now there won’t be a bulb at the side of the hammer. The fact that the rupture in this case runs 
against the direction of the strike is merely an unintended result, whilst the intention remains axial 
bipolar-on-anvil. We should therefor not call this unintended effect contre-coupe.


Bipolar tool-forms show a huge variability because the first production-step already leads to a 
wide variety of blanks. Flakes can (as we saw in figure 1) vary from very large (OBFs) to very small 
(non-axial pebble-flakes), and axial bipolar fragments and segments come in all forms and sizes. 
The second production-step shaped the Techno-Functional-Units (TFUs, Boëda 2001) on many 
blanks, the modeling was generally done with contre-coupe (figure 4). The initial form of each 
blank determined if-how-and-where the TFUs could be made, so every individual TFU was 
custom-made for each specific blank. Adding TFUs did therefor not lead to standard tool-types; 
this ‘customizing’-step actually increased the variability (example in figure 8).


The huge variability of the bipolar toolkit stands in contrast to the standardization of the Mode-2 
tool-types. So the European Lower-Pleistocene groups are not just labeled Mode-1 because they 
lack handaxes, but also because they lack standardization. But researchers have qualified many 
European Lower-Pleistocene assemblages as ‘developed Mode-1’ because the TFU-modeling 
has (especially on fine-grained materials like flint) given some tools ‘well-developed’ forms.
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2.4. Flaking and migration in the Middle-Pleistocene Acheulean 
The global climate has since c.50 Ma (the Eocene Thermal Maximum) cooled down more than 10 
degrees (Hansen et al, 2013). This steady cooling-trend has c.35 Ma led to the Antarctic ice-sheet 
and c.2.6 Ma to the Pleistocene. After c.1 Ma the global climate became so cool and thus dry that 
the Eurasian landscape changed from mostly forested (with Villafranchian fauna in the Lower-
Pleistocene) to mostly open (with mammoth-steppe fauna in the Middle-Pleistocene). The new 
open landscapes enabled lions to migrate from Africa to Eurasia, where they became part of the 
steppe-fauna. In the Himalayan foothills, the new open landscapes formed a route that enabled 
Mode-2 to reach China and Indonesia, because these foothills (in contrast to the Brahmaputra 
lowlands) offered plentiful raw materials for LCTs.


The global cooling also created a new route in the west: the low sea-levels in cold climate-phases 
helped Mode-2 cross the Gibraltar-Strait from Morocco to the Iberian Peninsula. It reached the 
Cueva Negra in the Río Quípar gorge 0.9 Ma. But this industry struggled to find good stones 
because the landscape was still forested; the in-situ handaxe was made from sandstone and 
small pieces of chert were carried over 30 km (Zack et al 2013). After 0.8 Ma most forests were 
replaced by Middle-Pleistocene mammoth-steppes. This open landscape led to flash-floods that 
deposited large stones on barren riverbanks, so finding raw materials became far easier. The 
combination of good raw materials and the abundant herbivore herds turned Mode-2 into a great 
success: the Acheulean spread all over the Iberian peninsula and into Italy, France and England.


Still the European steppe-rivers carried far fewer boulders than the African monsoon-rivers. This 
made it harder to make very large OBFs: the European OBFs were large enough to make cleavers, 
but most handaxes were made on complete cobbles. We should therefor call this Cobble-Based-
Acheulean, but its historical name is Acheuléen-meridional. Further north into the Paris-Basin and 
England the Acheulean found large flints so here the toolkit became Flint-Based. The Flint-Based-
Acheulean is called classic-Acheulean because it was studied since the mid-1800s. Switching 
from cobbles to flints had huge typological consequences because the flints were freehand-flaked 
so there were almost no OBFs. OBF-based-cleavers are therefor rare in the classic-Acheulean. 
The reason why Tayac-points are also rare in the classic-Acheulean is revealed by their typological 
definition: Tayac-points are converging denticulates with a thick and often trihedral cross-section, 
this means they are thick blanks modeled by deep notch-TFUs (macro-enchoches, de Heinzelin 
1962 p.33/40). This technique is typical for industries that used bipolar methods on small cobbles 
or pebbles, Tayac-points are therefor seen in the Cobble-Based-Acheulean and also in pebble-
tool industries. The focus of the Flint-Based classic-Acheulean was so strictly on alternating 
freehand flaking that it became dominated by handaxes.


2.5. Pioneer migration and flaking next to the Middle-Pleistocene Acheulean 
At the start of every warm-phase, rising temperatures pushed the climate-belts north. This always 
led to climate-driven migration and may therefor have led to bipolar industries in all Middle-
Pleistocene interglacials; i.e. the assemblages at Sprimont (Cordy 2011) and in the Mauer-sands 
(Heidelberg, Löscher et al 2007) are most likely MIS 13. But we place our focus in this paragraph 
on MIS 11, because many Northwest-European bipolar assemblages are dated to MIS 11 and 
because the return of the handaxe to the north (paragraph 2.6) is best documented in MIS 11.


The MIS 12 glacial (c.450 ka) drove the herbivore herds from England and the Paris-Basin to the 
south of Europe. Humans could only survive the glacial maximum by following the herds to 
southern refugia (i.e. Tautavel figure 5 no.1). At the beginning of MIS 11 some of the Acheulean 
survivors followed the herds back to the north. Pioneers prefer to follow river-valleys, so the 
migrants west from the Massif-Central followed the Garonne downstream. They still made 
Acheuléen-meridional when they reached Toulouse (figure 5 no.2). But there are far fewer large 
cobbles in the Middle-Garonne valley (figure 5 no.3) because the fall of the river decreases. The 
cobbles which were too small and thick to become handaxes, were instead flaked into choppers. 
The hereby raised chopper-percentage was in the 1970s considered typological proof that the 
industries of the Middle-Garonne and Tarn predated the classic-Acheulean, they were therefor 
called Acheuléen-moyen. The next generations followed the valley further downstream into Les 
Graves (figure 5 no.4). Graves is French for gravels, this name signals that the Garonne carried 
only pebbles into these Bordeaux lowlands. Since the parents in Les Graves did not have large 
stones, they could not teach their children how to make handaxes. The generations that were 
born and raised in this lowland therefor only knew the two-step bipolar flaking strategy.
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Figure 5: When the 
climate-belts moved 
north at the onset of 
MIS 11, Acheulean 
(blue) hominids 
followed the river-
valleys from their 
southern refugia to 
the north. The 
Garonne-valley 
brought them into 
lowlands where the 
next generations 
learned to make 
bipolar (red) tools 
instead of classic-
handaxes.


Some of the pioneers that were born in Les Graves followed the river Isle upstream to Les Tares 
(Sourzac, figure 5 no.5), here they found large rounded nodules good quality flint. Accustomed to 
the bipolar two-step method, they flaked these nodules on-the-ground (Faivre et al 2009/2010). 
This led to OBFs with typical Clactonian signals: large non-facetted platforms, wide flaking angles 
and large bulbs. The retouch on OBF no.1 in figure 6 (from Geneste et al, 1997) is Quina-like-
overlapping. The overlapping is similar to that on Mode-1 scalloped scrapers, but the retouche 
has a far flatter flaking-angle because this is contre-coupe instead of flaking on-the-ground. We 
also see such flat-angled scalloped scrapers in the Clactonian site High Lodge; Les Tares and 
High Lodge were therefor both initially mistaken for Quina-Mousterian. No.1 shows the same 
notches as Clactonian flaked-flakes. The large ventral notch-TFU and adjoining shallow notch-

TFU are resharpened with fine retouches. The 
deep notch-TFU at the dorsal side created a 
sharp beak- or point-TFU. The part that was 
removed here, would show scalloped retouches 
that begin at the proximal-rim. Since we see this 
on no.4, that flake is probably a notch-removal 
(with a scraper-TFU later added to its distal-rim). 
You might confuse the scalloped side on no.2 for 
a faceted Levallois-platform, but this flake is very 
thick and almost fits in the ventral deep-notch of 
no.1. So clearly this is no Levallois-flake but also 
a notch-removal with scalloped retouch. It was 
therefor made in contre-coupe, so the arrow in 
the cross-section of no.2 does not represent the 
hammer-strike but the anvil-contact. The same 
goes for the arrows in the cross-sections of no.1 
and 4. Whilst the arrow in no.3 may indeed be 
the hammer-strike, because no.3 probably is a 
small OBF.


Figure 6: Clactonian OBF with scalloped contre-
coupe retouches (no.1), a small OBF (no.3) and 
deep-notch-removals (no.2 and no.4). Les Tares, 
drawing from Geneste et al (1997).
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The experiment in figure 7 explains the basic Clactonian flaking sequence. A large oval flint 
nodule was first flaked on-the-ground by van Grunsven, and then turned over on its other side. 
The negative of the first OBF was then used as platform for a second OBF. Repeating this turning-
process created alternating striking-platforms. Forestier (1993) called this turning-process: 
Système par Surface de Débitage Alterné (SSDA). The photo confirms that OBFs produced in this 
way have the large bulbs, large non-facetted platforms and wide 130 degrees flaking-angles that 
Breuil considered typical for the Clactonian. Since authors have mistaken OBFs for freehand-
flakes, the name Clacton-flakes has in the past mistakenly been used for Acheulean-flakes 
(without Levallois preparation) and SSDA for alternating freehand reduction.


Figure 7: Experimental flaking-on-the-ground produces OBFs. Turning the large flint-nodule after 
each strike and using the previous negative as platform (SSDA) produces OBFs that exactly match 
Breuil’s definition of Clacton-flakes. Experiment by Ton van Grunsven.


Others that were born in Les Graves followed the coast north to Brittany; we discuss in paragraph 
3 whether-or-not the tools from St Colomban or Menez Dregan (figure 5 no.7) could have been 
made by these migrants. From the westermost tip of Brittany, the migrants followed the Channel-
river to Normandy. Here they made an OBF-industry in ‘les stations sous-Marines’ at Le Havre 
(figure 5 no.8) that was classified by Abbé Breuil as Clactonian. The migrants that continued to 
follow the Channel-river finally arrived at the Thames-valley (figure 5 no.9) where they used large 
flints to make Clactonian OBFs. From here the Clactonian industry spread through England, i.e. to 
Barnham and Clacton-on-Sea (figure 5 no.11).


In Britain OBFs with deep-notches are called flaked-flakes (at Les Tares, Geneste et al 1997 called 
them nucléus sur éclats). Bordes called flaked-flakes that combine a lateral notch-TFU with a a 
distal retouched-grip-TFU, bill-hooks (serpes). According to de Lumley bill-hooks were also about 
the bec-TFU at the end of the notch. The tool at the left in figure 8 is side-struck (red dot), but 
otherwise meets Bordes’ bill-hook definition and the ventral resharpening-spalls (white arrows) 
show that both ends of the notch also served as becs like de Lumley wanted. But since bipolar 
tools were custom-made to fit the blank, most do not fit into any classic typological definition. The 
tool at the right in figure 8 cannot be classified as a bill-hook because it was not made on a flake 
but on a bipolar fragment (with a potlid). Yet it served the same purposes: it shows deep-notch-
TFUs (green dots, used as concave scrapers) and grip-TFUs (red lines) and even a resharpened 
bec-TFU (white arrows). The classic-typology has no name for such tools and aesthetically they 
look like rubbish. Yet they were highly functional: this example has even more TFUs than a bill-
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hook. For its top also has a borer-TFU 
(perçoir-UTF) and both ends of the left notch 
are cutter-TFUs (short box-cutters, white 
lines). Where good raw materials were rare, it 
was an economic necessity to stuff the blanks 
with TFUs. This necessity made multi-tools 
(combination-tools) without classic-typological 
names common in the Middle-Pleistocene 
bipolar industries. Freehand multi-tools often 
result from reworking worn tools (Dibble 
1987), but bipolar multi-tools often served 
multiple purposes from the start.


Figure 8: These tools were made on blanks of 
similar size, but the forms of the blanks are so 
different that the TFUs had to be arranged in 
different ways. This illustrates why bipolar two-
step traditions did not develop consistent 
patterns of repetitive modified tool-types.


Some migrants from the Channel, followed the river Scheldt to Obourg (figure 5 no.10) where 
Breuil classified the Bois du Gard assemblage as Clactonian. The irregular forms of the flint-
nodules at Bois du Gard made it impossible to flake in the strict SSDA-order. Instead cores had to 
be turned in opportune directions; this gave some OBFs centripetal dorsal negatives. Breuil called 
this ‘à tendance Levallois’ but as Otte (2020) correctly noted, this centripetal tendency is not at all 
related to the Mode-3 prepared-core methods.


Some Clactonian groups migrated onto the North-Sea-Plains; these lowlands are now submerged 
but formed a landbridge in MIS 11 that connected England to the Netherlands. There were no 
large stones in these lowlands, the groups at foreshore-Norfolk (figure 5 no.12) instead used 
beach-pebbles. These are mostly small flints that were brought to the coast by the (St-Albans-
valley Cromer-stage) Thames, and redeposited in marine transgression-phases. The toolkit at 
foreshore-Norfolk (title-page and van der Drift, 2014) is rather similar to Vértesszölös (Kretzoi and 
Dobosi, 1990) because both groups used pebbles of a similar size. But the retouch at foreshore-
Norfolk is often finer than at Vértesszölös, because most beach-pebbles were of a superb quality 
flint. This high quality and the flat shape of many pebbles even led to flat bifacial forms.


Migrants also crossed the North-Sea-Plains to the Netherlands, where they made industries that 
varied according to the available raw materials. The large rounded flints at Woerden (figure 5 
no.13) led to Clactonian OBFs (Boom 2012). Small Miocene beach-pebbles were used at Jabeek, 
Nagelbeek, and ’t Rooth (figure 5 no.15) to make pebble-tools (Peeters et al 1988A). At Neer 
there were also slightly larger flints, flaking these with the vertical-axial bipolar-on-anvil method 
produced small blade-series and flake-based denticulates (Kelderman and van der Drift, 
2002/2003). But most Dutch riverbanks offered a nonspecific mix of cobbles and irregular flints. 
The bipolar two-step industries made on mixed-gravels of course show mixed-forms. Peeters et 
al (1988B) presented such a mixed MIS 11 industry from Rhenen-AL1 and the unit-5-gravels 
(figure 5 no.14). It mixes Clactonian forms (OBFs, flaked-flakes, bill-hooks and denticulates) with 
cobble-tools that look like oversized pebble-tools. Peeters et al (1988B) interpreted the oversized 
pebble-tool-forms with bipolar flaking on two or three sides as proto-bifaces and Abbevillian-
bifaces and therefor called the tradition Acheuléen-ancien. That conclusion seemed correct in the 
1980s but today it is obvious that MIS 11 assemblages cannot be early-Acheulean. Instead 
Rhenen-AL1 now illustrates that industries cannot be attributed to Mode-2 merely on the basis of 
a few rough bifaces. An industry is only Acheulean if it used the Mode-2 chaîne opératoire of 
carrying large blanks (OBFs, cobbles, large flints) to the butchering sites and flaking these with the 
alternating freehand strategy! This Mode-2 chaîne opératoire led to assemblages which are rich in 
freehand flakes and nearly always rich in bifacial LCTs (typically more than 50% of all modified-
tools) from which varying numbers are (even in the earliest beds at Abbeville: Moncel et al, 2021) 
well-made classic-handaxes. So Rhenen-AL1 is definitely not Acheulean.
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The warm-stage migration did not end in the Netherlands: the migrants followed the Rhine and 
Elbe deep into Germany. A typical bipolar industry was made at Bilzingsleben in the valley of the 
Wipper (a tributary of the Elbe, figure 5 no.17); Mania and Weber (1986) noted that the blanks at 
this site were made with bipolar-on-anvil methods but the bipolar chaîne opératoire was in 1986 
not yet recognized as a basis for classification. Mania and Weber therefor labeled the industry 
Mode-2, because it dates to MIS 11 and shows bifacial flaking. But Bilzingsleben cannot be 
Acheulean because the hominids did not flake the large (Muschelkalk and quartzite) stones into 
LCTs, and they did not make classic-handaxes.


2.6. Expansion-driven migration and the return of the classic-handaxe concept 
Whilst some of the early-MIS 11 migrants followed the Garonne downstream to Les Graves, 
others chose to stay in the Middle-Garonne (figure 9 no.3). These hominids continued to make 
Acheulean with classic-handaxes and their population grew in the mild MIS 11 climate. This 
population growth led to the expansion of their territories into the valleys of the Garonne’s 
tributaries. Eventually this growth drove these handaxe-makers across the watersheds into the 
Dordogne drainage-system. This expansion-driven migration did not travel through lowlands, so 
parents always found enough raw materials to teach their children the classic-handaxe concept. 
This brought the handaxe-concept to the Dordogne (figure 9 no.6). From here the Acheulean 
expanded across the watersheds to the Isle, Charente, Creuse, Indre, Loire, Seine and Somme. 
When the Acheulean had reoccupied the complete Paris-Basin, it also expanded across the 
Channel-river into England. The securely dated beds at Swanscombe and Barnham (figure 10 
from Ashton et al, 2016) reveal exactly when this happened: the Mode-2-handaxes arrived in 
Swanscombe (figure 9 no.9) and Barnham (figure 9 no.11) in the middle of MIS 11C.


Figure 9: Population growth 
drove the Acheulean (blue) 
from the main river-valleys into 
smaller valleys and across the 
watersheds. This expansion-
wave brought the classic-
handaxe back to the Paris-
Basin and England because it 
did not pass through 
lowlands.


It is possible that the French Mode-2-Acheulean expanded from the Paris-Basin or Rhône-Saône 
drainage-system across watersheds into South-Germany, where classic-handaxes are indeed 
found. But since classic-handaxes are also common in Mode-3 assemblages, the presence of 
Mode-2 still needs to be definitively confirmed by well-dated excavations. Interestingly there is 
nothing to suggest that the Mode-2-Acheulean would have expanded from Britain into the 
continental Northwest-European area (the drainage-systems of the Meuse, the Lower-Rhine and 
the Elbe). It is furthermore highly unlikely that such an expansion could take place, because the 
parents that lived in the North-Sea-lowlands were still unable to find raw materials to teach their 
children the handaxe-concept. So even when the classic-Acheulean in England was at its peak, 
any eastwards traveling migrants lost the handaxe-concept before they reached the Netherlands. 
This explains why toolmakers in the Netherlands and in North-Germany (i.e. the core-and-flake 
industry at Schöningen figure 9 no.16) continued to use the bipolar two-step strategy all through 
MIS 11-9.
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Figure 10: Accurate dating confirms that in MIS 11 the first arrivals used the bipolar flaking 
strategies (OBF-assemblages, green). The Mode-2 handaxe (red) returned north when the growth 
of the population pushed groups across the watersheds. From Ashton et al, 2016. 

2.7 After the Mode-2 Acheulean 
The lowlands stopped the handaxe in MIS 11, but they could not stop the handaxe forever. For 
the global-cooling-trend continued to make the land dryer and this changed the behavior of large 
herbivores all over the world. The European steppe became so dry in the Saalian, that the grasses 
even became too tough for the steppe-mammoths. They were replaced by the smaller woolly-
mammoths that had evolved in Asia. All over the world the large-herbivores suffered; the herds 
had to travel over enormous distances to fulfill their caloric needs. The hunter-gatherers had to 
keep up with these herds. From 1.75 Ma onward Mode-2 had carried large blanks over distances 
of 15 or 20 kilometers, but now these traveling-distances had to grow. At c.350 ka the humans at 
Olorgesailie (Kenia) already had to carry the heavy blanks for their LCTs over 50 kilometers. It was 
exhausting to carry heavy blanks over such distances and extremely uneconomical. The global-
cooling and climatic instability made traveling distances so great that by 300 ka the whole world 
switched from heavy LCTs to light-weight (smaller or thinner) tools. These light-weight tools are 
characteristic for Mode-3 (in Europe Middle-Paleolithic and in Africa Middle-Stone-Age). Moncel 
et al (2011) studied the transition to Mode-3 at Orgnac-3. At this site the big heavy handaxes 
disappeared almost completely during MIS 8 (level 1). Instead small flakes were used as tools, 
struck from small light-weight unifacial-centripetal-recurrent-Levallois cores. In MIS 7 everyone 
used economical Early-Middle-Paleolithic (EMP) flaking-methods (such as preferential-Levallois 
and several other core-reduction strategies as in Carmignani et al 2017).


But whilst small tools make traveling more economical, the longest knives remained the most 
economical tools for butchering. Even our present-day butchers still prefer very large butcher’s 
knives. That explains why many EMP-groups continued to carry a few large blanks. These blanks 
were used to make handaxes longer than 10cm, this EMP-industry is called Upper-Acheulean 
(Epi-Acheuléen) because it still made these LCTs. But these Mode-3 hunter-gatherers followed the 
herds over enormous distances. So contrary to the Mode-2-Acheulean, this Upper-Acheulean 
crossed the North-Sea-Plains in less than a generation. The MIS 7 toolmakers therefor still made 
classic-handaxes when they arrived in the valleys of the Meuse, Rhine and Elbe. This mobility also 
gave Mode-3 access to Central-Europe; the Eastern Upper-Acheulean turned Korolevo (figure 11 
no.20) into a prominent LCT site. But in Mode-3 the LCTs are less than 50% of the modified tools, 
and they are accompanied by non-symmetrical (plano-convex and backed knives) handaxes and 
Levallois tools. This Upper-Acheulean toolkit was first described in 1913 by Jacob (Baumann et al 
1983) at Markkleeberg (figure 11 no. 16). Exactly the same toolkit was made at Rhenen-AL2 
(figure 11 no.14, Peeters et al 1988B). AL2 is interesting because it used mixed-gravels with the 
same composition as AL1. Yet AL2 was able to make large handaxes and other EMP-tools from 
these mixed-gravels by carefully selecting the very best raw materials, whilst AL1 was far less 
selective because the bipolar two-step technology enabled the AL1-toolmakers to use nearly 
every stone that came at hand.
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The MIS 6 (Drenthe glacial, 180-130 ka) climate was even more extreme. The hunter-gatherers 
now traveled so far and fast, that they could no longer carry heavy blanks. The Late-Middle-
Paleolithic (LMP, MIS 5-3) groups therefor only made large handaxes when they were in the direct 
proximity of raw material sources. MIS 6 effectively ended the era of carrying large blanks to make 
LCTs; the average LMP-handaxe was below 10 cm. The West-European LMP met the East-
European LMP in Hungary: the Jankovichian reached the Szelim-cave just 4 km from Vértesszölös 
(figure 11 no.19), whilst Tata just 6 km down the Által-ér valley shows that these groups even 
made LMP-tools if they only had very small raw materials (Dobosi 2003). Tata clearly shows that 

the spread of Mode-3 had ended the era of 
the bipolar toolkits. The only humans known 
to have in later times reinvented and switched 
back to the complete two-step bipolar flaking 
strategy, are the Mesolithic and Neolithic 
inhabitants of the vast Amazon-lowlands 
(Prous et al, 2012).


Figure 11: Mode-3 groups traveled so fast 
that EMP toolmakers passed through lowlands 
within one generation and therefor continued 
to make handaxes and Levallois-flakes.


3. Discussion and conclusions 
Assemblages that do not match the classic-typology are often mistaken for eoliths or pseudo-
artefacts. Eolith-collectors claimed that before man learned to make stone tools, ‘Pre-Paleolithic 
man’ used naturally-shaped stones with so much force that he splintered the edges and points. 
These collectors therefor sought splintered flints until Warren (1923) showed that this splintering 
was a natural effect and not use-wear. When Barnes (1939) claimed that all bipolar fractures were 
also natural, that claim led to the theorem that lithics without diagnostic signals of conchoidal (the 
type of curve created by freehand flaking) flaking would be pseudo-artefacts. This theorem 
effectively ended the hunt for non-handaxe assemblages in the classic flint-area. 


The search for early-man and non-handaxe tools shifted to Africa. But it also also continued in 
South- and East-Europe until November 1993, when Roebroeks increased the scrutiny with a new 
protocol: non-handaxe assemblages should only be accepted if these were excavated from a 
knapping floor with a fine-grained matrix that also contained human teeth or bones (Roebroeks 
and van Kolfschoten, 1995). Even very famous sites like the c.1 Ma Vallonet cave could not fulfill 
these high demands. All pre-handaxe assemblages would therefor according to Roebroeks be 
pseudo-artefacts: this would make Europe uninhabited before the arrival of the handaxe (that was 
in November 1993 believed to be c.500 ka). This ‘short chronology hypothesis’ failed in July 1994, 
when a human tooth was found in an 800 ka non-handaxe assemblage at Atapuerca. Roebroeks 
celebrated this tooth as proof that his demands were realistic, opponents of his protocol would 
therefor no longer qualify as a conscientious scientists. But those opponents came to a different 
conclusion: Atapuerca proved that it was wrong to reject non-handaxe sites. Accepting Atapuerca 
opened one narrow window on this early stage, but it would be obstructive to let a protocol close 
all other windows because new frameworks can only be built on the broadest possible basis. 


Bilzingsleben illustrates how important it is to develop new frameworks. Mania and Weber (1986) 
were well-aware that the Bilzingsleben-industry was made on bipolar blanks, so if the bipolar 
toolkit framework had been known in the 1980s they could have attributed the site correctly. But 
since this framework was still unknown, they blamed the absence of handaxes on a lack of raw 
materials. It is true that a lack of raw materials dramatically lowered the LCT-percentage of the 
industry at Ménez Drégan because that site is 300 km from the nearest jurassic and cretaceous 
beds and the toolmakers found only a few quartz and quartzite cobbles and pebble-sized flints on 
the nearby beaches. In Bed 7 the LCTs are due to this shortage of raw materials limited to just 2% 
of the modified tools (Ravon, 2017 p.142/156: 6 cleavers, 6 bifaces and 4 unifaces add up to 16 
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classic LCTs against 572 small retouched tools plus 6 large scrapers, 235 choppers and 40 
chopping-tools). In Ménez Drégan Bed 7 cleavers are almost 40% of the LCTs whilst they are 
nearly absent in the Flint-Based-Acheulean of Northwest-France, because the quartzite cobbles 
led to Oblique Bipolar Flaking. Yet most choppers and chopping-tools are freehand-flaked, and 
the presence of only 131 pebble-fragments against 12988 flakes and flake-fragments also 
confirms that Ménez Drégan Bed 7 is Acheulean (the use of cobbles made the LCTs resemble the 
Acheuléen-meridional). This conclusion also fits the date: Bed 7 is MIS 10 so this assemblage was 
made after the handaxe had returned to Northwest-France. Bed 8 is MIS 11, but also shows 
freehand choppers and flakes. Saint-Colomban also lies in the Massif-armoricain; at that site the 
Bed 4 industry is mixed with a Mode-3 Levallois component, but the older component is pure in 
Bed 6 and dated to 450±83 ka. So the pure ‘Colombanien’ (Ravon et al, 2022 p.12/13) in Bed 6 
could be early MIS 11c (or even early MIS 13). This toolkit furthermore resembles the typical 
bipolar toolkit, so the Bed 6-assemblage may be a true non-handaxe industry. 


Bilzingsleben is not at all like Ménez Drégan: unlike in the Massif armoricain there are large flints in 
the Elbe-region: the Mode-3-Acheulean (EMP) used these to make large handaxes. So if the 
toolmakers at Bilzingsleben had been Mode-2-Acheulean, they would have carried large flints to 
the site. And whilst Ménez Drégan used all available cobbles to make classic-LCTs, Bilzingsleben 
made no attempts to turn its large quartzites into LCTs. Mania claimed that the bone knives and 
small flint points would prove that the toolmakers knew how to make handaxes, because these 
knives and points show bifacial flaking. But even Mode-1 shows some bifacial flaking, so this is 
not how typology should be used. Actually typology should not be used at all at Bilzingsleben, 
because Mania and Weber (1986 p.227) concluded that the classic-typology fails for this site! 


Other researchers have also experienced that the classic-typology fails in assemblages which are 
based on the two-step bipolar-flaking strategy. For instance Vértesszölös; Vértes (1965) took the 
trouble to develop his own code-system because the classic system fails for that site. Because 
the classic-typology fails for the Clactonian, Wymer (1974) called the classic-typology ‘obsolete’ 
for the Clactonian. When Fluck saw that the classic-typology fails in the Clactonian and pebble-
tool industries, she tried to overcome the ‘lack of key type-fossils’ by using the Toth-type system 
as a ‘typological Esperanto’ (Fluck, 2011 p.41). But the Toth-system is fundamentally unfit for the 
bipolar industries because it is based on an unbroken chain of freehand-flaking (p.62-63). The 
doctrine that ‘typology provides the basis of all comparative investigation’ (Fluck, 2011 p.41) 
works in freehand-industries because all freehand-industries model standard-blanks into 
repetitive-types (i.e. handaxes and Levallois-points). But it fails in bipolar two-step industries, 
because these did not make standard repetitive forms. Bipolar industries instead produced a wide 
range of blanks, and custom-fitted these blanks with TFUs in infinitely varying combinations, 
positions and directions. Vértes (1965) clearly designed his code-system to capture this infinite 
variability: when we multiply his 9 A-codes by 10 B-codes by 10 C-codes by 40 DE-codes by 30 
FG-codes we arrive at a total of 1.080.000 Vértes-types. And if we add the countless multi-tool 
options, the Vértes-code even allows for several million artefact variaties…


Bilzingsleben has the same infinite variability (Mania and Weber, 1986 p.227). Weber therefor 
correctly concluded that Bilzingsleben had no ‘a-priori-types’, and it would thus be questionable 
to present the inventory by using the classic-typology. This is the reason why Mania an Weber 
tried to analyse and define the toolkit in alternative ways. Since there are no standard-types (and 
as the total number of finds is too large to show all finds) Weber furthermore concluded that any 
visual presentation merely shows a selection that reflects the intentions of the researchers. Weber 
really nailed it; these conclusions were absolutely correct! But the alternative that Weber offered 
for the classic-typology was an impenetrable mist of data, graphs and statistics. This explains 
why Mania against better knowledge still selected forms that reflected his intentions, and used 
these to argue that the site would be Mode-2. Sadly he did not understand that these selected 
forms merely resemble Mode-2 as the result of convergence. Convergence is a well-known 
phenomenon in evolutionary biology: i.e. the marsupial-wolf is not at all related to the wolf but 
because both species had a similar lifestyle, the evolution made both look similar. In archeology 
convergence gave tools that served the same purpose similar forms, despite their unrelated 
origins (Otte, 2003). Many bipolar tools were used for the same purposes as Acheulean tools, so 
convergence made many of the 1.080.000 Vértes-types resemble Mode-2 types. We tend to 
become blinded by this convergence if we focus on these similar forms and ignore the 
fundamental differences between the flaking-sequences (chaînes opératoires).
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Step one of the bipolar two-step sequence is making blanks. Most bipolar flakes cannot be 
distinguished from freehand flakes, and most axial bipolar-on-anvil fragments show only one bulb 
(paragraphs 2.1+2.3). This explains why Vértes in the 1960s concluded that ‘no traces of a bipolar 
technique have been observed’ at Vértesszölös (Kretzoi and Dobosi, 1990 p.534). Today the 
Hungarians understand bipolar flaking played a key role (pers. comm. M. András) but Fluck (2011 
p.109-110) still concluded that ‘despite the small size and the dominance of pebbles in the 
assemblage, there is little evidence for bipolar technique’. Fluck however came to that conclusion 
by dismissing all explicitly-bipolar forms: she attributed 49% of all Vértesszölös lithics to natural 
(p.105-106) or taphonomic (p.107) processes like the use of dynamite (p.105). Dismissing bipolar 
forms also made Roebroeks reject Middle-Pleistocene bipolar assemblages like Sprimont (Cordy 
2011) and all sites in the Netherlands described by Peeters et al (1988A). These rejections are all 
based on a very strict interpretation of the ‘diagnostic signals of conchoidal flaking’. But this is a 
false argument because bipolar blanks do not need to show freehand-flaking signals! They do not 
need standard bulbs: bipolar bulbs can be diffuse or stretch the complete surface (Breuil for 
Clactonian-flakes called this large bulbs) and they can even be absent. Bipolar blanks also do not 
need proper platforms or correct flaking-angles, because the direction of the rupture is controlled 
by both contact-points (Bertouille 1989, van der Drift 1991, van der Drift 2012 and figure 1).


Step two, contre-coupe modeling also fundamentally differs from Mode-2-modeling. We have to 
keep in mind that every hammer-strike moves downward, and that Acheulean-LCTs were made 
on flat blanks. This means that all LCT-modeling-negatives (flake-removals) were inevitably at the 
bottom-side of the blanks. So handaxe-makers had to turn their blanks over after nearly every 
strike, to inspect the result. When they turned the blank, the new negative became the logical 
platform for the next freehand strike. This coercive-turning defines Mode-2; generally over 50% of 
all modified tools are bifacial-alternating LCTs. Bipolar contre-coupe modeling has the opposite 
effect because the pressure from the anvil-contact works upward (red arrows in figure 4). So all 
new negatives are created at the top-side, in full view of the toolmaker! This means that the 
toolmakers did not need to turn their blanks, they only turned their blanks by free and willful 
choice. That explains why the Clactonian and pebble-tool industries made far fewer bifaces than 
Mode-2. Classic-handaxes require stepwise-repeated-alternating-invasive freehand-flaking but 
bipolar industries used hardly any freehand-flaking so their bifaces became non-classic. That new 
contre-coupe negatives form in full view, also explains why the toolmakers at Bilzingsleben first 
finished one side of their bifacial points and then turned the object to retouche the other side. So 
convergence made the Bilzingsleben-points resemble miniature handaxes, but the technical 
features show that the makers did not use the Mode-2 modeling-method. 


It can be difficult to understand the functions of bipolar tools, because most blanks are irregular 
and contre-coupe retouch tends to make the edges even more irregular. Mania and Dietzel (1980 
p.90-105) therefor illustrated how functional the irregular bipolar tools are, by showing that the 
box-cutter-TFUs and borer-TFUs correspond to cut-marks on bone-pads. Mania and Dietzel also 
suggested how other TFUs may have been used. It is far easier to understand the function of 
Mode-2 handaxes and scrapers with long and smooth edges, because we associate those forms 
with our own modern cutting and scraping tools. This is why the symmetrical handaxe-form with 
long smooth edges and a sharp point became the popular norm of how a Paleolithic tool should 
look. When we give in to that popular norm, we can easily mistake irregular bipolar tools (irregular 
blanks with combinations of flat, steep and obtuse retouch plus notches and denticulates) for 
eoliths (Warren 1923) or taphonomic forms (Fluck 2011).


By definition we place all industries that use the same flaking-methods at one technological level; 
i.e. we place all industries that use Levallois in Mode-3. Therefor all industries that are based on 
the bipolar two-step method by definition belong to one-and-the-same technological level, 
regardless if they were Lower-Pleistocene (paragraph 2.3) Middle-Pleistocene (paragraph 2.5) or 
even neolithic (end of paragraph 2.7). This means that in contrast to the Mode-classifications, 
bipolar two-step flaking cannot be used to date assemblages, nor as an indication of man’s 
cognitive functions. It also means that the differences between the bipolar two-step industries are 
not determined by their technology but primarily by their raw materials! Similarities between 
assemblages do therefor not indicate a cultural connection, and a completely different habitus 
does not indicate a separate culture. We will illustrate this with a few examples.
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Both the Clactonian and Bilzingsleben used the two-step technology and since both are MIS 11, 
the makers also had the same skills. That can make you wonder why the Clactonian did not make 
thin well-made bifacial points, like those at Bilzingsleben. This seems to suggest a clear cultural-
contrast, especially since it is not difficult to make a thin bifacial point from a Clacton-flake. But 
what seems to be a cultural-contrast, is simply what you get when you apply the same two-step 
method to the different raw materials. The flints at Bilzingsleben were small, so step one produced 
thin non-axial bipolar-on-anvil flakes. Adding a point-TFU and flat contre-coupe retouch inevitably 
turned some thin flakes into thin bifacial points. The Clactonian used large rounded flints, so step 
one produced large thick OBFs. In the second step TFUs were added; i.e. adding notches led to 
flaked-flakes and also adding a grip-TFU to bill-hooks. But adding a point-TFU and flat contre-
coupe retouch never turns a large thick OBF into a thin bifacial point! Vértesszölös also failed to 
make thin points. Again the reason is the raw material: adding a point-TFU and retouching the 
edges of thick pebbles turns them into thick points with an irregular cross-section (i.e. Kretzoi and 
Dobosi, 1990 plate X p.379). These thick points seem less functional than the thin Bilzingsleben-
points. But this doesn’t make Vértesszölös ‘primitive’ because modeling thick pebbles into thick 
points requires greater skills, than modeling thin blanks into thin points! Monte Poggiolo is c.1 Ma 
(Antoniazzi et al, 1988) so twice as old as Vértesszölös but it made similar pebble-tools because it 
used similar pebbles. Pont-de-Lavaud (De Lombera-Hermida et al, 2016) is c.900 ka, but only 
shows simple bipolar fragments because it used coarse-grained quartzes that are impossible to 
retouch. Happisburgh is also c.900 ka but used medium to large flints, so Happisburgh could 
neither produce pebble-tools nor quartz-chunks. Instead the two-step method inevitably led to 
OBFs, and therefor inevitably to the same core-and-flake habitus as in the c.420 ka Clactonian.


The overwhelming resemblance between OBFs and freehand-flakes makes it impossible to prove 
that all flakes in all Clactonian assemblages are bipolar, and it is actually very likely that some of 
the Clactonian flakes are indeed freehand-flakes. But it is certain that the Clactonian did not use 
freehand flaking on a regular basis. Because that would have turned the large OBFs into flat 
centripetal cores, and these cores would then just like c.1.75 Ma on the African savanna have 
developed from cutting-cores into LCTs. The reason why this didn’t happen is that the Clactonian 
toolmakers (unlike the toolmakers on the savanna) had no reason to carry and resharpen large 
OBFs. There were plenty flints all over the Thames-valley, so carrying heavy blanks would be a 
waste of energy. It is important to understand that the bipolar two-step groups even saw no 
reason to carry heavy blanks when they left the river-valleys to hunt on the North-Sea-Plains. 
Because here they could simply turn the local beach-pebbles into highly functional pebble-tools 
(title-page). So the bipolar toolkit makers never switched to freehand-flaking because their two-
step strategy fulfilled all their basic needs! But these bipolar two-step industries immediately 
disappeared when the expansion-driven migration brought Mode-2 back to England. Because it is 
possible to butcher a cow with a bill-hook or a short box-cutter, but if you give any butcher the 
choice he always prefers a long butcher’s knife. So when toolmakers had the choice, the long 
cutting-edges of the handaxe very quickly outcompeted the bipolar toolkit.


Middle-Pleistocene bipolar two-step industries also developed in other lowlands. When the 
Chinese Cobble-Based-Acheulean migrated into the Yellow-River delta, parents found no raw 
materials for handaxes in these lowlands. So their children only learned the bipolar two-step 
strategy: the generations that reached Beijing made the Zhoukoudian pebble-tools and when they 
found large raw materials also Clactonian-OBFs. Although groups in Beijing made the same 
toolkit as in Northwest-Europe, the Last-Common-Ancestors connecting both groups made 
Mode-2 so the cultural-connection that Warren and Bordes hoped to find (paragraph 1) does not 
exist. The same goes for the bipolar industries in East-Europe; their ancestors lost the classic-
handaxe concept when they migrated through the Ponto-Caspian lowlands. Doronichev (2008) 
called those industries ‘Pre-Mousterian’, this name would not make sense in England but it does 
make sense in East-Europe because there is no Mode-2 Acheulean in this area. So in East-Europe 
Mode-3 immediately succeeded the Pre-Mousterian bipolar industries. In Central-Europe the 
Vértesszölös pebble-tool industry may in theory originate from bipolar groups that migrated south 
from Bilzingsleben through Bohemia and into Hungary. But since the settlements at Vértesszölös 
span at least two warm stages, the bipolar toolmakers surely also occupied wider parts of the 
Danube-region. This supports the idea that Vértesszölös is part of a Danube lowlands tradition, 
that probably began when migrants followed the Danube upstream.
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